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Re:

Withdrawing Proposed Chapter 13 EMS System Regulations

Dear Dr. Duncan:
My client, the California Fire Chiefs Association, Inc. (“CalChiefs”), requests that the
California Emergency Medical Services Authority (“EMSA”) withdraw its proposed Chapter 13
emergency medical services (“EMS”) system regulations (“Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations”) for
failure to comply with certain substantive and procedural requirements for rulemaking under the
Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”), Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 11340 et seq., 11370 et seq.
The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations do not satisfy the APA’s substantive “clarity” standard
because the draft regulations and forms do not specify the 69 “minimum standards” that LEMSAs
must use to evaluate their EMS systems in their local EMS plans and do not define the technical
terms “integration” or “type of service.” Nor do the proposed regulations satisfy the “consistency”
standard. Various provisions in the proposed regulations are inconsistent with, or contrary to, state
statutes and case law, including but not limited to the definition of “level of service,” the
prohibition on subcontracting primary services, the rules related to Health and Safety Code section
1797.201 (“Section 1797.201”) cities’ and fire districts’ eligibility and reorganizations, the rule
making all EMS areas non-exclusive, and the omission of limitations on LEMSAs’ authority under
Stats 2019 ch. 389 § 4 (“SB 438”).
EMSA also fails to comply with APA procedural requirements for economic and fiscal
impact analyses. First, EMSA’s analyses are speculative and unsupported by any materials in the
Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations’ rulemaking file. Second, EMSA’s purported determination of no
significant adverse economic impact on businesses or individuals improperly focuses on impacts
to local EMS agencies (“LEMSAs”), ignores significant, foreseeable ambulance provider revenue
and firefighter job losses, and erroneously assumes that codifying its void “underground
regulations” would have no impact on regulated entities. Third, it fails to properly estimate the
resulting, additional costs and potential revenue losses to public agencies, which could run in to
the billions of dollars, and whether any of those additional costs constitute reimbursable state
mandates. Finally, EMSA erroneously determines that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations are not
“major regulations” and therefore fails to follow the APA requirements for such rulemaking.
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Each of these deficiencies is a separate ground for disapproval by the Office of
Administrative Law (“OAL”) or invalidation by the courts. EMSA must immediately withdraw
its defective rulemaking and work with all EMS stakeholder groups to remedy these and other fatal
defects. Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 11346.45(a), 11347.
Please let me know by no later than May 19, 2020 whether EMSA will withdraw the
Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations.
I.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations Violate APA Substantive Rulemaking Standards.

OAL reviews all proposed regulations against the APA’s substantive standards of
necessity, authority, clarity, consistency, reference, and nonduplication. Cal. Gov’t Code §
11349.1(a). The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations do not satisfy the “clarity” and “consistency”
standards and are therefore subject to disapproval of the regulations by the OAL or invalidation
by the courts. Id. at §§ 11349.3, §11350(a) & (b).
A.

The Proposed Regulations Do Not Satisfy The “Clarity” Standard.

The clarity standard is satisfied when a proposed regulation is “written or displayed so that
the meaning of regulations will be easily understood by those persons directly affected by them.”1
Cal. Gov’t Code § 11349(c). A proposed regulation “shall be presumed not to comply with the
‘clarity’ standard if,” among other things:
(1)

the regulation can, on its face, be reasonably and logically interpreted to
have more than one meaning; . . .

(3)

the regulation uses terms which do not have meanings generally familiar to
those “directly affected” by the regulation, and those terms are defined
neither in the regulation nor in the governing statute; or . . .

(5)

the regulation presents information in a format that is not readily
understandable by persons “directly affected.”

Cal. Code Regs. tit. 1, § 16(a).
Where, as here, a proposed regulation “is vague and does not meet the clarity standard[,]”
OAL will disapprove it. See e.g., In re: Air Resources Board, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action,
OAL File No. 01-0202- 05 SR, slip op. at 1 (Mar. 27, 2001).

1

LEMSAs, fire service agencies, and ambulance providers are all “directly affected” by the Proposed Ch. 13
Regulations because they are “legally required to comply” with such regulations. Menefield v. Bd. of Parole
Hearings, 13 Cal.App.5th 387, 393 (2017) (parole regulations directly affect parole boards and prisoners).
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1.

The Proposed Regulations Do Not Set Forth The “Minimum
Standards” For Local EMS Plans And Systems.

The proposed regulations prescribe the mandatory form and content of local EMS plans
submitted by LEMSAs to EMSA. See §100450.48. Among other things, they must submit “EMS
Plan System Assessment summary table of compliance, reporting whether the LEMSA meets or
does not meet each standard as described in the EMS planning and implementation guidelines
pursuant to Article 3 of this Chapter, submitted on Form 1: EMS Plan System Assessment
Summary (9/2019) herein incorporated by reference.” §100450.48(a)(5).
Form 1 identifies 69 “minimum standards” for assessing EMS system plans. These
“minimum standards” are not defined in the proposed regulations’ text or in Form 1.2 Because
these 69 “minimum standards” are not properly identified or defined in §100450.48 or Form 1, the
proposed regulations do not satisfy the clarity requirement. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 1, § 16(a)(1) &
(5); In re: Dep’t of Managed Health Care, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 20180824-01, slip op. at 3 (Oct. 15, 2018) (“The regulated public would have difficulty utilizing this
exemption from licensure requirements found in [proposed regulations] due to an absence of
procedures as to how to apply for this exemption.”).
2.

The Proposed Regulations Fail To Define “Integration.”

Several provisions in the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations use the terms “integrate” or
“integration” in a technical sense but embrace different concepts and usages. See §100450(q)
(defining “Emergency Medical Services for Children Program” as “the prehospital and hospital
pediatric care components integrated into an existing local EMS agency’s EMS Plan for pediatric
emergency care”); §100450.48(a)(10)(D) (requiring local EMS plans to “include a listing of
response and transportation providers . . . that have been integrated into an EMS system”);
§100450.56(d) (LEMSAs “shall . . . [e]stablish an integrated data management system using
CEMSIS and NEMSIS standards that includes prehospital, hospital, and specialty care data that
shall include deterministic patient matching”); §100450.58(i)(3) (requiring training of EMS
personnel to include “[i]ntegration of EMS with law enforcement during active shooter events and
terror incidents”); §100450.58(j) (requiring “integration of all hospitals’ disaster emergency plans
into the county’s multi-hazard operational area plan”); §100450.59(b) (local EMS plan must
include “narrative description of the mechanisms in place to ensure that all emergency ambulance
services and emergency ambulances are properly licensed or approved by the LEMSA and are
2

These minimum standards were previously found in EMSA’s EMS System Guidelines Nos. 101, 102, and 103. The
Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations require LEMSAs to comply with “the minimum requirements of the [EMS] planning
and implementation guidelines.” §100450.50(b) (emphasis added); see also §§100450.40(f) & §100450.50(a).
However, the proposed regulatory text identifies only one guideline: EMSA Guideline 169. §100450.56(h). Because
EMSA failed to properly incorporate by reference any other EMS guidelines, Cal. Code Regs. tit. 1, § 20(c)(4), OAL
will likely reject the proposed regulations. Kings Rehab. Ctr. v. Premo, 69 Cal.App.4th 215, 219 (1999) (collecting
cases); see also In re: Emergency Med. Servs. Auth., Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2012-080107 S, slip op. at 7-8 (Sept. 20, 2012) (disapproving proposed regulation in part because incorporated form not properly
identified or disclosed to public); In re: Comm’n on Peace Officer Standards and Training, Dec. of Disapproval of
Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2013-0131-02S, slip op. at 5 (Mar. 22, 2013) (disapproving proposed regulations in part
because proposed text did not identify incorporated document by date of publication).
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fully integrated into the local EMS system”); §100450.90(e) (“LEMSA shall recognize and
continue to integrate the delivery of ALS or LALS by a city or fire district, when that entity has
continuously directly contracted for or provided those services since June 1, 1980, and that entity
has not already entered into an agreement with the LEMSA for services or operations directly
related to the provision of the ALS or LALS services”).
Because they do not define “integrate” or “integration,” the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations
violate the clarity standard. Cal. Code Regs. tit. 1, § 16(a)(3); In re: Speech-Language Pathology
and Audiology and Hearing Aid Dispensers Board, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File
No. 2012-0918-04 S, slip op. at 2-3 (Nov. 6, 2012) (rejecting regulations in part because agency
failed to define “sexual misconduct”).
3.

The Definitions Of “Level Of Service” And “Special Services” Lack
Clarity.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations define “level of service” to mean “the quantity of
equipment, personnel or vehicles used to deliver prehospital [EMS],” §100450(w), and “special
services” to mean “the level of emergency medical care provided by authorized personnel at the
following levels: (1) limited advanced life support [(“LALS”)]. (2) advanced life support
[(“ALS”)]. (3) Critical care specialized services,” §100450(ee).
These definitions do not satisfy the “clarity” requirement. First, they are ambiguous. Cal.
Code Regs. tit. 1, § 16(a)(1). The “level of service” definition refers only to the means of
delivering services, while “special services” is expressly defined in relation to the level(s) of
service, e.g., LALS, ALS, or Critical care, provided by personnel. Furthermore, the “special
services” definition is vague in that the EMS Act defines LALS and ALS as “special services.”
See Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 1797.52, 1797.92. And, the term “emergency medical care” is
not defined in the EMS Act; instead, it defines “emergency medical services.” Cal. Health &
Safety Code § 1797.72 (“[EMS] means the services utilized in responding to a medical
emergency.”). These ambiguities and inconsistencies render the proposed rulemaking defective.
In re: Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action,
OAL File No. 2014-1202-04S, slip op. at 3-4 (Jan. 22, 2015) (disapproving regulation for failure
to use consistent terminology within regulatory text).
Furthermore, the “level of service” definition is inconsistent with how that term is generally
understood by prehospital EMS providers. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(“CMS”) define levels of service in terms of BLS, ALS (levels 1 & 2), specialty care transport, or
paramedic intercept. See CMS Pub. 100-02, Medicare Benefit Policy Manual, ch.10, § 30.1.
CMS’s service level definitions are also implemented into its Ambulance Fee Schedule and the
Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS). See https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/
Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/AmbulanceFeeSchedule/afspuf. EMSA has known, for at
least a decade, that its definition of “level of service” is ambiguous in light of these federal
standards. See Letter from R. Michael Scarano, Jr., CAA Counsel, to Tom McGinnis, EMS
Systems Division Chief, EMSA at 3-5 (Aug. 31, 2010). Because this definition would not be
readily understood by the affected public, OAL will likely reject the proposed rulemaking. In re:
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Dep’t of Toxic Substances Control, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2013-081903S, slip op. at 6 (Oct. 8, 2013) (disapproving regulation because proposed definition of
“photovoltaic module” was unclear).
B.

The Proposed Regulations Do Not Satisfy The “Consistency” Standard.

OAL also reviews proposed regulations to determine “consistency,” Cal. Gov’t Code §
11349.1(a)(4), which requires that the regulations be “in harmony with, and not in conflict with or
contradictory to, any existing statutes, court decisions, or other provisions of law.” Id. at
§ 11349(d). Several provisions of the Proposed Chapter 13 Regulations fail this standard.
1.

The “Level of Service” Definition Is Contrary To Binding Precedent
Interpreting The EMS Act.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations define “level of service” to mean “the quantity of
equipment, personnel or vehicles used to deliver prehospital [EMS],” §100450(w), and “special
services” to mean “the level of emergency medical care provided by authorized personnel at the
following levels: (1) [LALS]. (2) [ALS]. (3) Critical care specialized services,” §100450(e). These
definitions are inconsistent with Cty. of Petaluma v. Cnty. of Sonoma, 12 Cal.App.4th 1239, 1245
(1993), which holds that “level of service” “refers to such matters as the quantity of available staff,
vehicles, equipment, etc.,” and the “character of available EMS services as constituting [BLS],
[ALS], or [LALS].” Id. at 1245 (citing Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 1797.60, 1797.52, 1797.92).
As such, §100450(e) does not satisfy the consistency requirement. Cal. Gov’t Code §
11349(d); see In re: Secretary of State, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 20111207-02S, slip op. at 2-4 (Jan. 25, 2012) (disapproving regulation that codified recommendations
and best practice guidelines when statute required adoption of uniform standards).
2.

The Subcontracting Prohibition Is Contrary To Decisional Law, State
Statute, And Charter Counties’ Home Rule Authority.

The proposed regulation for exclusive operating areas (“EOAs”) created pursuant to a
competitive process under Health & Safety Code section 1797.224 (“Section 1797.224”) provides,
in pertinent part:
Subcontracting of the primary provision of ambulance services by the responder is
prohibited. This prohibition does not prevent two or more entities from forming a
legally recognized corporation or organization for the purposes of conducting
business as a separate legal entity. . . .
§100450.82(h).
This subcontracting prohibition effectively precludes EMS delivery models based on
public-private partnerships, such as the so-called “Alliance Model” employed in Contra Costa
County. This prohibition is contrary to the court’s judgment in CalChiefs v. Cal. Emergency Med.
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Svcs. Auth., et al., No.: RG18890846 (Alameda Cnty. Super. Ct. 2018) (“ALCO EMS RFP
Litigation”), which found that a prohibition of subcontracting identical to the terms of
§100450.82(h) “violates the competitive process requirement under [Section 1797.224] because
this prohibition unduly restricts competition by denying [interested] bidders who are limited to a
contractor-subcontractor model an equal opportunity to submit bids.” March 22, 2018 Order
Granting Pet. for Writ of Mandate at 8-9. And, contrary to the proposed regulations, EMSA
admitted in those proceedings that the Alliance Model “is a legal, valid [EMS delivery] model that
[it]” has previously approved. Id. at 7.
Furthermore, the subcontracting prohibition runs afoul of counties’ statutory and
constitutional contracting authority. First, counties must provide emergency ambulance services
to persons located within their territorial jurisdiction pursuant to Welfare & Institutions Code
section 17000 (“Section 17000”). Cty. of Lomita v. Superior Court, 186 Cal.App.3d 479, 482
(1986). Welfare & Institutions Code section 16817 (“Section 16187”) “provides a means by which
a county may fulfill its section 17000 duties.” Fuchino v. Edwards-Buckley, 196 Cal.App.4th
1128, 1140 (2011). Section 16817 expressly provides:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a county may enter into contracts with
selected providers to provide health care services in expending funds provided
pursuant to this part and [Section 17000]. The county may negotiate such
reimbursement or payment arrangements it desires in such contracts. . . .
Cal. Welf. & Inst. Code § 16817 (emphasis added). As such, §100450.82(h) is inconsistent with
counties’ statutory contracting authority under Section 16817.
Second, the subcontracting prohibition is inconsistent with charter counties’ home rule
authority. Such authority permits counties to provide in their charters for the performance of
required, statutory functions and the powers and duties of county governing bodies and officers,
and such charter provisions supersede general laws adopted by the Legislature. Dibb v. Cnty. of
San Diego, 8 Cal.4th 1200, 1206 (1994) (citing Cal. Const, Art. XI § 4(d), (e), (h)). Thus,
§100450.82(h) is invalid to the extent that county charters contain provisions authorizing the
county to determine its own contracting and franchising requirements. See, e.g., El Dorado Cnty.
Charter § 602; Los Angeles Cnty. Charter §§ 44.7, 56¼; Placer Cnty. Charter §§ 302(h), 303(f),
608(a); Sacramento Cnty. Charter § 45; San Diego Cnty. Charter §§ 705-705.2; San Francisco
Charter §§ 3.104, 4.129.
Because it is contrary to the judgment in ALCO EMS RFP Litigation and inconsistent with
charter counties’ home rule authority, the subcontracting prohibition in §100450.82(h) violates the
consistency requirement. In re: Dep’t of Motor Vehicles, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL
File No. 2015-1016-01S, slip op. at 7 (Dec. 9, 2015) (disapproving regulation in part because
proposed regulation was inconsistent with statute); see also Agnew v. State Bd. of Equalization,
21 Cal.4th 310, 313, 323-33 (1999) (invalidating regulation requiring prepayment of accrued
interest on delinquent taxes as inconsistent with state constitution, statues, and case law).
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3.

The Rules Regarding Annexations, Reorganizations,
Consolidations Are Contrary To State Statutes.

And

The Proposed Charter 13 Regulations provide several rules relating to annexations,
reorganizations, and consolidations of cities and fire districts operating under Health & Safety
Code section 1797.201 (“Section 1797.201”). See §100450.91(a) (Section 1797.201 city or fire
district may not displace EOA provider through annexation, reorganization, or consolidation),
§100450.91(c) (if Section 1797.201 city or fire district expands type or scope of EMS through
annexation, reorganization, or consolidation, new type or scope of EMS shall not be eligible for
Section 1797.201 status).
These rules are contrary to the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization
Act of 2000 (“LACFO Act”), Cal. Gov’t Code, § 56000 et seq., which “provides the sole and
exclusive authority and procedure” for annexations, reorganizations, and consolidations of cities
and fire districts. Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 56100, 56021. Local Agency Formation Commissions
(“LAFCOs”) are the administrative agencies created by the Legislature to implement the LAFCO
Act. Protect Agric. Land v. Stanislaus Cnty. Local Agency Formation Com., 223 Cal.App.4th 550,
557 (2014). LAFCOs are the only entities with the authority to “review and approve” annexations,
reorganizations, and consolidations. Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 56100, 56301, 56375; Southcott v. JulianCuyamaca Fire Prot. Dist., 32 Cal.App.5th 1020, 1026, 1030 (2019) (because fire district
dissolution is governed LAFCO Act, district’s dissolution resolution is not subject to referendum).
Consequently, the courts have uniformly rejected other government entities’ efforts to limit
LAFCOs’ authority as being “at odds with the Legislature’s creation of an independent agency
designed to bring about a unified and accountable government.” E.g., Fallbrook Sanitary Dist. v.
San Diego LAFCO, 208 Cal.App.3d 753, 759-60 (1989) (rejecting argument that LAFCO cannot
undertake reorganizations without affected local agencies’ consent). A LAFCO’s approval of a
reorganization is “final and conclusive” and binds EMSA and LEMSAs. Cal. Gov’t Code §
56107(b); Voices for Rural Living v. El Dorado Irrigation Dist., 209 Cal.App.4th 1096, 1116
(2012) (because LAFCO approval and conditions of approvals are quasi-legislative
determinations, public agencies and officials cannot disregard LAFCO approvals and conditions
absent a court order).
Nothing in the EMS Act purports to supersede, or make an exception to, the LAFCO Act,
or to grant EMSA the authority to determine rules for annexations, reorganizations, and
consolidations of cities and fire districts. As such, EMSA lacks the authority to issue regulations
regarding annexations, reorganizations, and consolidations. In re: Dep’t of Toxic Substances
Control, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2013-0819-03S, slip op. at 3-4 (Oct.
8, 2013) (disapproving regulation because “Legislature did not intend to grant the Department
broad and unlimited authority to designate hazardous waste as universal waste”).
4.

The Rules For Section 1797.201 Cities And Fire Districts Are Unlawful.

The Chapter 13 Regulations relating to Section 1797.201 cities and fire districts are
contrary to law.
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The proposed regulations state that a LEMSA “shall recognize and continue to integrate
the delivery of ALS or LALS by a city or fire district, when that entity has continuously directly
contracted for or provided those services since June 1, 1980, and that entity has not already entered
into an agreement with the LEMSA for services or operations directly related to the provision of
the ALS or LALS services.” §100450.90(e). The “continuously directly” requirement improperly
narrows the scope of Section 1797.201 because the requirement of direct provision of, or
contracting for, EMS is not found in the statute’s language.3 Carmel Valley Fire Prot. Dist. v.
California, 25 Cal.4th 287, 300 (2001) (“[R]egulations that alter or amend the statute or enlarge or
impair its scope are void.”).
Moreover, the Attorney General has concluded that not all contracts between cities or fire
districts, on the one hand, and counties or LEMSAs on the other hand, result in the transfer of
Section 1797.201 rights, obligations, and administrative authority from the former to the latter. 97
Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 90, 2014 Cal. AG LEXIS 12 at *1-2, 9-12 (Dec. 16, 2014). The Legislature’s
subsequent clarification that a public safety agency’s agreement to adhere, and adherence, to a
LEMSA’s policies, procedures, and protocols “does not constitute a transfer of any of the public
safety agency’s authorities regarding the administration of [EMS],” Cal. Health & Safety Code §
1798.8(b), effectively endorsed the Attorney General’s opinion, Sonoma Cnty. Emps.’ Ret. Ass’n
v. Superior Court, 198 Cal.App.4th 986, 995 (2011) (“When construing a statute, we may presume
that the Legislature acts with knowledge of the opinions of the Attorney General which affect the
subject matter of proposed legislation.”).
Similarly, §100450.90(e)(2) & (3) state that if Section 1797.201 cities and fire districts
were not providing ALS or LALS services as of June 1, 1980, their delivery of ALS or LALS
“shall be approved, upon request to a LEMSA” if they satisfy the LEMSAs’ requirements and
enter into an authorizing agreement to provide the services. However, Section 1797.201 cities’
and fire districts’ “authorization to provide EMS comes directly from statute [i.e., Section
1797.201], rather than from the [LEMSA].” Cnty. of San Bernardino v. Cty. of San Bernardino,
15 Cal.4th 909, 923-24 (1997). In other words, a Section 1797.201 city or fire district “does not
require the LEMSA’s approval to provide EMS.” 2014 Cal. AG LEXIS 12 at *7-8. And, a “section
1797.201 city or fire district may increase the level of [EMS] above what it was in 1980 . . . and
may decrease that level if the statutorily prescribed procedures are followed.” Valley Med.
Transp., Inc. v. Apple Valley Fire Prot. Dist., 17 Cal.4th 747, 757 (1998).

3

Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1797.201 (“Upon the request of a city or fire district that contracted for or provided,
as of June 1, 1980, prehospital [EMS], a county shall enter into a written agreement with the city or fire district
regarding the provision of prehospital [EMS] for that city or fire district. Until such time that an agreement is reached,
prehospital [EMS] shall be continued at not less than the existing level, and the administration of prehospital EMS by
cities and fire districts presently providing such services shall be retained by those cities and fire districts, except the
level of prehospital EMS may be reduced where the city council, or the governing body of a fire district, pursuant to
a public hearing, determines that the reduction is necessary. [¶] Notwithstanding any provision of this section the
provisions of Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 1798 [relating to LEMSAs’ medical control]) shall apply.”)
(emphasis added).
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The Legislature reaffirmed this aspect of Section 1797.201 cities’ and fire districts’
administrative authority by enacting Health and Safety Code section 1797.223. While it provides
that a LEMSA “shall review and approve a public safety agency’s plan to implement . . . an [ALS]
program,” the statue also provides that “[n]othing in this section supersedes Section 1797.201.”
Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1797.223(d) & (e).
Because §100450.90(e) is inconsistent with Section 1797.201 and the authorities
construing it, OAL will almost certainly disapprove the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations. In re: Dep’t
of Motor Vehicles, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2015-1016-01S, slip op. at
7 (Dec. 9, 2015) (disapproving regulation in part because proposed regulation was inconsistent
with statute); In re: Medical Board of California, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File
No. 2014-0827-02S, slip op. at 3-4 (Oct. 15, 2014) (disapproving regulation because it did not
contain uniform standards required by statute).
5.

The Exclusivity Rules Are Inconsistent With, And Contrary To, The
EMS Act And Other State Statutes.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations also represent a sweeping and unlawful arrogation of
authority by EMSA that impinges on the statutory authority of local governments to provide EMS
and emergency ambulance services on an exclusive basis.
The draft regulations provide that “[a]ll EMS areas or subareas are non-exclusive until such
time as a LEMSA submits a local EMS plan creating the EOA or subarea, and the plan is approved
by the Authority.” §100450.80(a). However, EMS areas and exclusive operating areas (“EOAs”)
are not the same thing. An “EMS area” is “the geographical area within the jurisdiction of the
designated local EMS agency,” Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1797.74, while an EOA is “an EMS
area or subarea defined by the [EMS] plan for which [LEMSA], upon the recommendation of a
county, restricts operations to one or more emergency ambulance services or providers of [LALS]
or [ALS]” services, id. at § 1797.85.
Thus, properly understood, §100450.80(a) makes all EMS located anywhere within the
State of California “non-exclusive” unless a LEMSA creates an EOA under Section 1797.224.
That is not the law.
Under Section 1797.224, EMSA “has the statutory authority to review a local EMS
agency’s creation of an EOA as part of the transportation portion of the local EMS plan, regardless
of whether the EOA was created through a competitive process or grandfathering, and then to
reject the local EMS plan if it is not ‘concordant and consistent with applicable guidelines or
regulations, or both the guidelines and regulations, established by [EMSA].’” Cnty. of Butte v.
Emergency Med. Serv. Auth., 187 Cal.App.4th 1175, 1199 (2010) (quoting Cal. Health & Safety
Code § 1797.105(b)). Until and unless EMSA disapproves the local EMS plan, the LEMSA may
implement its plan and any EOAs created as part of that plan. Id. at 1198 (citing Cal. Health &
Safety Code § 1797.105(b)).
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Thus, Section 1797.224 does not grant EMSA the power to dictate, by regulation, that all
geographic areas within the State of California are “non-exclusive.” Because EMSA does not have
such power under Section 1797.224, OAL will likely disapprove the proposed regulations. In re:
Dep’t of Toxic Substances Control, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2013-081903S, slip op. at 5 (Oct. 8, 2013) (disapproving regulation because proposed regulation governing
hazardous waste did not comply with statute and thus, state agency was improperly enlarging scope
of power conferred on it by statute).
Making matters worse, §100450.80(a) is contrary to state statute and case law. Section
1797.201 cities’ and fire districts’ administrative authority “allow[s] [them] to maintain control of
the services they operated or contracted for in June, 1980, and permit[s] them to make decisions
as to the appropriate manner of providing those services.” San Bernardino, 15 Cal.4th at 930.
Relying on San Bernardino, the Ninth Circuit held that Section 1797.201 jurisdictions may provide
EMS and emergency ambulance services on an exclusive basis, notwithstanding Section 1797.224
and EMSA’s erroneous belief that it must supervise local governments for the latter to be entitled
to state action antitrust immunity. AmeriCare MedServices, Inc. v. Cty. of Anaheim, 735 F. App’x
473, 474-75 & nn. 1-3 (9th Cir. 2018), cert. denied 139 S. Ct. 1338 (2019); see also AmeriCare
MedServices, Inc. v. Cty. of Anaheim, No. 8:16-cv-1703-JLS-AFMx, slip op. at 19-20 (C.D. Cal.
Mar. 28, 2017).
In addition, the courts have generally construed the EMS Act as anticompetitive in nature
and authorizing the provision of exclusive services, notwithstanding Section 1797.224. See, e.g.,
San Bernardino, 15 Cal.4th at 932 (the EMS Act “evidences an intent to ‘displace unregulated
competition’ in a field where quality and cost control are vitally important state interests”); MercyPeninsula Ambulance, Inc. v. Cnty. of San Mateo, 791 F.2d 755, 758 & n.2 (9th Cir. 1986) (
affirming exclusion of paramedic service because “[v]irtually any anti-competitive effect,
including exclusive contracts with primary providers and elimination of backup ambulance
services altogether, would appear to be well within the [EMS Act’s] contemplation,” even without
Section 1797.224).
Other state statutes expressly authorize local governments to provide, contract, and regulate
EMS and ambulance services on an exclusive basis. Vehicle Code section 2512(c) authorizes local
governments to issue exclusive operative permits and effectively grant an “ambulance business
monopoly” on providers. Subriar v. Cty. of Bakersfield, 59 Cal.App.3d 175, 197, 206 (1976);
Bell v. Cty. of Mountain View, 66 Cal.App.3d 332, 338-39 (1977; Sievert v. National City, 60
Cal.App.3d 234, 236-37 (1976). Government Code section 38794 authorizes exclusive municipal
ambulance systems. Springs Ambulance Serv., Inc. v. City of Rancho Mirage, 745 F.2d 1270,
1273 (9th Cir. 1984). And, Welfare & Institutions Code section 16817 authorizes counties to
contract for exclusive emergency ambulance and medical services. Fuchino, 196 Cal.App.4th at
1140.
Based on the foregoing, §100450.80(a) fails the consistency standard. Cal. Gov’t Code §
11349(a); see also Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1797.107 (EMSA may adopt regulations “not
inconsistent with any of the provisions of any statute of this state”); Agnew, 21 Cal.4th at 321 (“a
regulation which impairs the scope of a statute must be declared void”). OAL will almost certainly
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reject the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations for failing to satisfy the “consistency” standard. In re: Dep’t
of Food and Agriculture, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2017-0623-01, slip
op. at 3-4 (Aug. 14, 2017) (disapproving regulation because regulations’ height and font type
requirements for labels were contrary to statutory requirements).
6.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations Ignore Limitations On LEMSAs
Authority Under Newly Enacted SB 438.

Stats 2019 ch. 389 § 4 (“SB 438”) amended the EMS Act and the Warren-911 Act, Gov’t
Code § 53100 et seq., effective January 1, 2020. The Legislature enacted SB 438 to clarify and
affirm local agencies’ respective duties, responsibilities, and jurisdictions over emergency dispatch
and responses. Cal. Gov’t Code § 53100.5(d). The law imposes new duties and restrictions on
LEMSAs and public safety agencies, Cal. Gov’t Code § 53110; Cal. Health & Safety Code §
1797.223, and clarifies the limits of LEMSAs’ medical control authority over public safety
agencies, Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1798.8.
The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations require LEMSAs to establish policies, procedures, and
protocols regarding medical control. §100450.51(d), (h) & §100450.53. However, these
provisions do not include any limitations on LEMSA’s medical control authority, including the
express limitations placed on such authority in SB 438. Compare §100450.51(d), (h) &
§100450.53, with Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1798.8. Because they appear to grant LEMSAs
unfettered medical control authority despite SB 438’s express limitations, the Proposed Ch. 13
Regulations do not satisfy the APA’s “consistency” standard. In re: Osteopathic Medical Board of
California, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2016-1025-04, slip op. at 3-4 (Dec.
16, 2016) (disapproving regulation granting “unfettered” discretion contrary to statute).
II.

EMSA Failed To Comply With The APA’s Requirements For Economic And Fiscal
Impact Analyses.

The APA establishes “minimum procedural requirements” for EMSA’s rulemaking.
Syngenta Crop Prot., Inc. v. Helliker, 138 Cal.App.4th 1135, 1175 (2006) (quoting Cal. Gov’t
Code § 11346(a)). “[T]he aim of the APA is not just a high level of public participation in the
rulemaking process, but a high level of ‘meaningful’ participation in that process.” Sims v. Dep’t
of Corr. & Rehab., 216 Cal.App.4th 1059, 1074 (2013) . “Meaningful public participation on the
merits of a proposed regulation takes place only when there is actual compliance with the [APA’s]
‘basic minimum procedural requirements for” rulemaking. Id.
Before issuing proposed regulations, EMSA must assess resulting economic and fiscal
impacts, including potential adverse economic impact, additional costs to state and local
governments, and whether the proposal constitutes a “major regulation” requiring in-depth
economic modeling. Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 11346.2(b)(2); 11346.3(a)-(c); 11346.5(a)(5)-(10).
Here, EMSA purported to find that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will not result in: (1)
a “[s]ignificant, statewide adverse economic impact directly affecting business”; (2) any additional
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costs or savings to state or local agencies; and (3) are not “major regulations” for APA purposes.
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“Notice”) at 5-6.
As we explain below, EMSA’s failure to comply with APA requirements for economic and
fiscal analyses before issuing the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will result in disapproval by OAL,
Cal. Gov’t Code § 11349.1(d), and/or invalidation by a court of law, W. States Petroleum Ass’n
v. Bd. of Equalization, 57 Cal.4th 401, 426-27 (2013) (citing Cal. Gov’t Code § 11350(a), (b)(2)).
A.

EMSA’s Economic And Fiscal Impact Determinations And Estimates Are
Wholly Speculative And Unsubstantiated.

Pursuant to Government Code section 11357(a), the Department of Finance (“DOF”) sets
forth the methods that agencies shall use in assessing economic and fiscal impacts in the State
Administrative Manual (SAM). DOF has developed, and requires state agencies to use, the
standard form Economic and Fiscal Impact Statement (“STD. 399”). SAM §§ 6601-6616; see Cal.
Dep’t of Fin., Budget Letters Nos. 13-29 & 13-30 (Dec. 26, 2013) available at
http://www.dof.ca.gov/budget/budget-letters. State agencies must maintain, in their rulemaking
files, their economic and fiscal analyses and estimates, as well as all supporting data, calculations,
and assumptions.
Cal. Gov’t Code § 11347.3(b)(3)-(5), (7), (11); see STD. 399,
http://www.dof.ca.gov/Forecasting/Economics/Major_Regulations/documents/std399.pdf.
On April 17, 2020, EMSA produced its complete rulemaking file, including its STD. 399,
in response to a California Public Records Act request by one of CalChiefs’ members. A true and
correct copy of an April 13, 2020 email4 from EMSA Regulations Manager Kent Gray to EMSA
Administrative Adviser and Counsel Steven McGee entitled “Chapter 13 Rulemaking File”
(without attachments) is appended hereto as Exhibit A, while a true and correct copy of EMSA’s
STD. 399 for the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations is appended hereto as Exhibit B.
EMSA’s STD. 399 is divided into three sections: the Economic Impact Statement (“EIS”);
the Fiscal Impact Statement (“FIS”), and a narrative attachment explaining EMSA’s responses
(“Attach.”). According to the STD. 399, the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations:

4



Do not impact business and/or employees, small businesses, jobs or occupations, or
individuals;



Are not “major regulations” for APA purposes because they have a combined economic
and fiscal impact of less than $10 million;

Mr. Gray’s April 13, 2020 email did not include the EMS System Guidelines, court opinions, and EMS Commission
meeting minutes EMSA claims to have relied upon in drafting the proposed regulations (compare Initial Statement of
Reasons (“ISOR”) at 24-25, with Ex. A). EMSA violated the APA by failing to do so. In re: Emergency Med. Servs.
Auth., Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2012-0801-07 S, slip op. at 6 (Sept. 20, 2012) (disapproving
proposed regulation in part because rulemaking file did not include document relied upon by agency as stated in
ISOR); In re: Emergency Med. Servs. Auth., Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2009-0126-03S, slip
op. at 6 (Mar. 18, 2009) (same); Sims, 216 Cal.App.4th at 1068-69 n.9 & 1074-75 (invalidating regulation where
agency’s rulemaking file did not include procedural manuals and protocols, court decisions, expert reports, and
surveys agency relied upon in drafting the regulations).
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May result in “minor [but] absorbable” costs to LEMSAs;



Do not impose any new fiscal impacts on local governments because the regulations
“merely continue existing practices”; and



Have no fiscal impact on the State and will not affect any federally funded State agency
or program.

(Ex. B, EIS at §§ A.1, A.2, A.3, A.6, B.1, D.2, E.4; FIS at §§ A.6, B.3, C.3; Attach. at 1, 3, 5).
EMSA’s findings and estimates are completely unsupported. Its economic assessments
cannot be based on “mere speculative belief”; rather, the APA “plainly call[s] for an evaluation
based on facts” and EMSA must show “some factual basis for [its] decision.” W. States Petroleum,
57 Cal.4th at 428-29. All data, calculations, and assumptions supporting EMSA’s economic and
fiscal assessments must be in the rulemaking file. Cal. Gov’t Code § 11347.3(b)(3)-(5), (7), (11);
SAM § 6607.
No such data, calculations, or assumptions are found in EMSA’s rulemaking file for the
Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations (Ex. A). There is absolutely no evidence in the record that EMSA
made any attempt to quantify the economic and fiscal effects of the proposed regulations. 5
Consequently, the proposed rulemaking will likely be rejected by OAL, In re: California
Apprenticeship Council, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2014-1120-01S, slip
op. at 2, 4 (Jan. 14, 2015) (disapproving proposed regulations in part because state agency “failed
to submit and make available any evidence supporting its [no adverse economic impact]
determination”), or invalidated by the Courts, W. States Petroleum, 57 Cal.4th at 430-31
(invalidating regulation where agency determination of no adverse economic impact on businesses
lacked supporting evidence quantifying economic effects); Sims, 216 Cal.App.4th at 1081 (fiscal
impact assessment is required even where costs were mandated by statute).
In any event, EMSA’s economic and fiscal assessments are plainly wrong.
B.

EMSA’s Determination Of No Significant Adverse Economic Impact Is
Improper, Ignores Basic Economic Principles, And Defies Common Sense.

Pursuant to the APA, EMSA “shall assess the potential for adverse economic impact on
California business enterprises and individuals” resulting from a proposed rulemaking and such
assessment must be “based on adequate information concerning the need for, and consequences
of, proposed governmental action.” Cal. Gov’t Code § 11346.3(a) & (a)(1).

5

The proposed regulations are subject to disapproval because while EMSA checked the “A.6” box on its FIS
component of its STD. 399 (Ex. B, FIS at § A.6), DOF did not sign off on EMSA’s STD. 399 (Ex. B at 5). See In re:
Dep’t of Managed Health Care, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2018-0824-01, slip op. at 5 (Oct.
15, 2018) (disapproving proposed regulations in part because agency failed to check correct box and no DOF signature
on STD. 399).
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EMSA purported to determine that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations would not have
“[s]ignificant, statewide adverse economic impact directly affecting business.” Notice at 6.
EMSA’s determination and assessment of adverse economic impacts are flawed.
1.

EMSA’s Analysis Erroneously And Misleadingly Focuses On
Economic Impacts To LEMSAs Despite Acknowledging Potential
Impacts To Small Businesses.

Where, as here, it determines that a proposed rulemaking “will not have a significant
adverse economic impact,” EMSA must include the “[f]acts, evidence, documents, testimony, or
other evidence on which the agency relies to support” its determination in its ISOR. Cal. Gov’t
Code §§ 11346.2(b)(5)(A), 11346.5(a)(8).
EMSA supports its determination as follows:
The regulations being proposed by EMSA implement, clarify, and make specific
the rules and provisions for accomplishing [seven requirements of the EMS Act
imposed on counties]. Counties have the ability under their own governing rules
to assess fees to cover the costs of their EMS system responsibilities. In some
cases, regional LEMSAs . . . receive federal grant funding to augment their EMS
systems. All counties in California currently have an EMS system and are
complying, in varying degrees, with the EMS planning and implementation
guidelines established by [EMSA] pursuant to HSC 1797.103 and approved by the
Commission. The regulations being proposed by EMSA are intended to place the
substance of these guidelines into regulations in order to provide statewide
consistency, provide fairness, protect the public health and safety, increase
openness and transparency of local and state government, and achieve compliance
with statute and the [APA].
While there may be some additional costs to some LEMSAs to meet full
compliance with the proposed regulation provisions, the proposed EMS System
Standards and Guidelines provide the ability for a LEMSA to state in its EMS Plan
why a standard has not been met, describe the current status, and specify
objective(s) and projected timeframe(s) for meeting the objective(s). . . .
ISOR at 28-29.
Furthermore, EMSA admits6 that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations “may affect small
businesses,” Notice at 6, and that it “has not identified any alternatives [to the proposed regulatory
action] that would lessen any adverse impact on small businesses,” ISOR at 27.
6

EMSA’s admissions in the Notice and ISOR are contradicted by its STD. 399, which states that the proposed
regulations “do not impose any new economic impacts on . . . small businesses” and EMSA “has not considered
alternatives to this regulatory proposal.” (Ex. B, Attach. at 1, 4). This is grounds for disapproval. See In re: Dep’t of
Managed Health Care, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2018-0824-01, slip op. at 5 (Oct. 15, 2018)
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EMSA’s analysis is deficient because it “must consider whether the regulation will have a
significant statewide adverse economic impact directly affecting business.” John R. Lawson Rock
& Oil, Inc. v. State Air Res. Bd., 20 Cal.App.5th 77, 114 (2018). Despite admitting potential
economic impacts to small businesses, Notice at 6; ISOR at 27, EMSA focused entirely on impacts
to LEMSAs, ISOR at 28-29. Because it may not “ignore evidence of impacts to specific segments
of businesses,” EMSA’s attempt to narrowly limit its analysis to LEMSAs renders the proposed
regulation deficient. Lawson, 20 Cal.App.5th at 114-15 (rejecting state agency’s economic
analysis that focused solely on impact to interstate trucking and ignored intrastate trucking); see
also W. States Petroleum, 57 Cal.4th at 408-09 (APA requires state agency to “make a reasoned
estimate of all cost impacts of the rule on affected parties”).
2.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations Will Impact Billions Of Dollars Of
Emergency Ambulance Service Revenues.

The draft regulations provide that “[a]ll EMS areas or subareas are non-exclusive until such
time as a LEMSA submits a local EMS plan creating the EOA or subarea, and the plan is approved
by the Authority.” §100450.80(a). An “EMS area” is “the geographical area within the jurisdiction
of the designated local EMS agency.” Cal. Health & Safety Code § 1797.74. As discussed in
section B.5, above, §100450.80(a) is inconsistent with providers’ existing exclusive operating
rights under statutes other than Section 1797.224. Moreover, §100450.80(a) does not have an
implementation period or provide for safe harbors and the validity of all existing EOAs is an open
question because they were created pursuant to EMSA’s underground regulations.
As such, the proposed regulations purport to make all EMS and emergency ambulance
service areas within California (including those areas currently within an EOA) “non-exclusive”
immediately upon adoption of the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations. This will have profound, negative
effects on emergency ambulance services and undercut the economic viability of such services
throughout California.
Exclusivity is desirable, if not necessary, to maintain the economic viability of emergency
ambulance and medical services systems. Providers have fixed costs for being on call and
maintaining adequate response times systems that generate a limited number of calls per day. As
more competitors enter the market, “patients must be charged a higher price for each ambulance
run since the fixed overhead of the ambulance company must be spread among ever fewer
patients.” As such, an excess supply of emergency ambulance and medical service providers often
increases the costs of providing service “without materially enhancing services or reducing
pricing.” Byron Toma, The Decline of Emergency Medical Services Coordination in California:
Why Cities Are at War With Counties Over Illusory Ambulance Monopolies, 23 Sw. U. L. Rev.
285, 289 & n.25 (1994).

(disapproving proposed regulations in part due to contradictions in STD 399 and ISOR regarding additional costs to
local agencies).
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Federal and state courts have recognized these economic realities in denying various legal
challenges to exclusive local government provision and regulation of emergency ambulance and
medical services, whether through public or private service providers. Gold Cross Ambulance &
Transfer v. Kansas City, 705 F.2d 1005, 1008-09 (8th Cir. 1983) (exclusivity necessary to maintain
economic feasibility of city ambulance system by preventing cream skimming); Sievert v. National
City, 60 Cal.App.3d 234, 236-37 (1976) (affirming city’s issuance of exclusive permits to
ambulance operators because addition of new ambulance company could impair existing
companies’ operations and disrupt “a vital health service” for residents); Schaefer’s Ambulance
Serv. v. Cnty. of San Bernardino, 68 Cal.App.4th 581, 590 (1998) (affirming creation of exclusive
operating area for emergency ambulance services and interfacility transfers because interfacility
transfer revenue subsidized emergency service and preventing new entrants from cherry picking
such revenue was necessary to preserve viability of the latter service).
Thus, to maintain the economic viability of their emergency ambulance and medical
services, local governments must grant exclusive operating rights to providers. H. Hovenkamp &
J.A. Mackerron III, Municipal Regulation and Federal Antitrust Policy, 32 UCLA L. Rev. 719,
760-62 (1985).
By purporting to make all geographical areas within California “non-exclusive” for all
EMS and emergency ambulance services, §100450.80(a) impairs the value of existing emergency
ambulance providers’ exclusive operating rights.
Determining the economic effects of the proposed regulations requires significant
economic modeling and analysis and is beyond the scope of this letter. However, we can show
significant adverse economic impact in looking at the total annual gross revenues that providers
realize from the exclusive operating rights impaired by §100450.80(a).
Experts in EMS system design and optimization at AP Triton, a consultancy firm,
developed two estimates for the potential California public agencies’ annual gross revenues for
emergency ground ambulance services.
In their first estimate, the total revenues for public ambulance providers amount to $573.6
million. To arrive at this first estimate, AP Triton’s consultants determined that California public
agencies are reimbursed, on average, $641 for each ALS ambulance transport. To arrive at this
figure, they analyzed data provided by Wittman Enterprises, an EMS billing vendor used by public
entities, to determine an average payor mix, the average reimbursements for each type of payor in
the payor mix, and applied an average collection rate of 20-30%.
They then determined the annual number of public provider emergency ambulance
transports in California by querying the Department of Health Care Services’ (“DHCS’s”)
California Medi-Cal Management Information System (“CA-MMIS”) database. DHCS verifies
the data in CA-MMIS as accurate and 2018 is the most recent year of verified data. According to
CA-MMIS, public providers made a total of 844,788 emergency ambulance transports in
California in 2018.
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Next, they multiplied the average reimbursement per emergency ambulance transport
($641) with the total number of emergency ambulance transports (844,788) to arrive at a
preliminary total annual revenue estimate ($541.5 million).
Public providers are eligible to receive supplemental ground emergency transportation
(“GEMT”) reimbursements from Medicaid pursuant to the State’s Quality Assurance Fee (“QAF”)
program. According to DHCS, California public providers received a total of $32.1 million in
QAF reimbursements in 2018.
Adding their preliminary revenue estimate and the total amount of QAF reimbursements,
AP Triton’s experts estimate the gross annual revenue to California public agencies from
emergency ambulance transports as follows:
Estimated Total Public Provider Emergency Ambulance Transport
Revenues In California
Average Reimbursement per Transport
$641
Total Emergency Ambulance Transports (2018)
844,788
Subtotal
$541.5 million
Federal Supplemental QAF Reimbursements (2018)
$32.1 million
Grand Total
$573.6 million
In their second estimate, AP Triton’s consultants estimated the total revenues for public
ambulance providers to be $691.3 million. The second scenario reflects the different level of
future GEMT reimbursements under the newly enacted AB 1705, 2019 Stats. Ch. 544 (“AB
1705”). AB 1705 increases the GEMT reimbursements to public providers effective January 2022.
Applying AB 1705’s reimbursement methodology to 2018 transport numbers in CA-MMIS, the
total GEMT reimbursements to public providers under the new law would be $149.8 million.
Thus, AP Triton’s experts estimate the gross annual revenue to California public agencies from
ambulance transports under AB 1705 as follows:
Estimated Total Public Provider Emergency Ambulance Transport
Revenues In California Under AB 1705
Average Reimbursement per Transport
$641
Total Emergency Ambulance Transports (2018)
844,788
Subtotal
$541.5 million
Federal Supplemental AB 1705 Reimbursements (est.)
$149.8 million
Grand Total
$691.3 million
The first and second estimates do not include private provider revenues. The AP Triton
experts developed a third estimate for public and private providers’ gross annual revenues for
emergency ambulance transports in California in 2018. According to CA-MMIS, private providers
accounted for 56% of all emergency ambulance transports in California in 2018. Not including
any GEMT reimbursements, AP Triton’s third estimate is that public and private providers’ gross
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annual revenues for emergency ambulance transports in California in 2018 was at least $1.23
billion.7
By impairing the underlying exclusive operating rights, §100450.80(a) will necessarily
have a significant, statewide adverse economic impact on emergency ambulance service providers,
which EMSA was obligated to attempt to quantify, but did not. W. States Petroleum, 57 Cal.4th at
408-09, 430-31; Lawson, 20 Cal.App.5th at 114-15.
3.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations Could Result In The Loss Of Up To
4,100 Firefighter Jobs.

EMSA must assess the potential adverse economic impacts to individuals. Cal. Gov’t Code
§ 11346.3(a). It failed to do so.
EMSA purportedly determined that it is “unlikely that the proposal will eliminate any
jobs.” Notice at 6. It supports this determination with the following conclusory statement: “[The
proposed] regulations continue existing practices and do not create new or eliminate existing
businesses within” the state. ISOR at 26.
As noted in the previous section, §100450.80(a) purports to make all geographical areas
within California “non-exclusive” for EMS and requires all emergency ambulance services
providers to have a Section 1797.224 EOA to lawfully provide exclusive services. To comply
with this requirement, LEMSAs would have to solicit providers and award EOAs pursuant to a
competitive procurement process.
As a result, public ambulance providers would be required to bid against, and could be
replaced by, private providers. The loss of revenues would necessarily result in lost firefighter
jobs. To calculate those potential job losses, AP Triton applied a Public Employees’ Pension
Reform Act rate of $165,000 for each firefighter job to public providers’ lost annual revenues of
$573.6 Million or $691.3 million and concluded that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations could result
in the elimination of up to 4,190 firefighter jobs. To illustrate the magnitude of these job losses,
the Los Angeles City and County Fire Departments employ 3,600 and 3,200 firefighters,
respectively. See In re: Dep’t of Rehab., Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 20141106-02S, slip op. at 3-4 (Dec. 30, 2014) (disapproving proposed regulations in part because
economic impact assessment provided only conclusory statement that regulations would not result
in job losses and, on resubmission, agency “must perform an analysis explaining why and how it
made the initial determinations stated in its 45-day notice that the proposed regulatory action
would not have an impact on the creation or elimination of jobs”).

7

The California Ambulance Association estimates the total annual expenditures for ambulance services in California
at $2 billion. See http://www.the-caa.org/cai.asp
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4.

EMSA’s Codification Of Existing, Unlawful Practices Will Necessarily
Have An Economic Impact.

EMSA concluded that its Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will not have an adverse economic
impact because it is codifying existing practices by adopting them as regulations under the APA.
ISOR 25-29. As it explains in its STD. 399:
These regulations are a continuation of existing practices and do not impose any
new economic impacts on businesses and/or employees, small businesses, jobs or
occupations, California competitiveness, or individuals. Nor does it impose any
new reporting requirements or prescriptive instead of performance standards.
(Ex. B, Attach. at 1).
This position defies common sense. EMSA is attempting to validate underground
regulations that it has been unlawfully using and enforcing for nearly 30 years. ISOR at 2-3. Those
underground regulations are “void,” Tidewater Marine W., Inc. v. Bradshaw, 14 Cal.4th 557, 576
(1996), and “have no legal effect,” Armistead, 22 Cal.3d at 204. Any EMSA or LEMSA actions
taken in reliance on EMSA’s underground regulations are also invalid. Reilly v. Superior Court,
57 Cal.4th 641, 649 (2013); Savient Pharm., Inc. v. Dep’t of Health Servs., 146 Cal.App.4th 1457,
1468, 1471 (2007) (agency action to delist an AIDS drug rescinded where agency based action on
“underground regulation”).
EMSA’s rulemaking efforts cannot rely on earlier rules and practices that were not properly
adopted under the APA. Cal. Gov’t Code § 11340.5(a) (“No state agency shall issue, utilize,
enforce, or attempt to enforce any guideline, criterion, bulletin, manual, instruction, order, standard
of general application, or other rule, which is a regulation as defined in Section 11342.600, unless
the guideline, criterion, bulletin, manual, instruction, order, standard of general application, or
other rule has been adopted as a regulation and filed with the Secretary of State pursuant to [the
APA].”).
For example, in 2010, OAL determined that provisions of the Board of Parole Hearings’
standardized process for psychological evaluations were underground regulations under the APA.
See 2010 OAL Determination No. 27 at 2, 13 (Nov. 8, 2010). The following year, the Board
attempted to properly adopt its underground regulations. It initially estimated that its rule would
impose unspecified state costs that were already budgeted. It received comments from the public
that regulation would cost too much and result in waste of taxpayer dollars. The Board responded
that the Legislature had already budgeted money for this program, and thus, there would be no
fiscal impact. In re: Bd. of Parole Hearings, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No.
2011-0316-01, slip op. at 4-5 (May 5, 2011).
OAL disapproved the rulemaking for, among other things, the Board’s failure to properly
estimate the resulting costs:
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Here we have the odd situation where a policy was implemented and money
budgeted prior to the adoption of the regulation that would provide a lawful basis
for this practice. The Board determined that the regulation providing for
comprehensive risk assessment would not require a change in its practices or a
supplementary appropriation of state funds. Thus the rulemaking has gone forward
with no estimate of its cost presented. A discussion of the comprehensive risk
assessment policy that (1) begins with an estimate of no cost; (2) encounters an
objection claiming that it costs too much; and (3) ends with the answer that the
money has already been budgeted makes the regulation a foregone conclusion. The
record does not show that the Board is compelled to adopt this policy and that no
other policy is feasible. Since the cost and benefit of a policy are fair subjects of
public comment and the Board has not disclosed the cost, the Board must offer a
response that addresses the substance of that objection.
Id. at 5.
In other words, EMSA must assess the resulting economic impact, even if it is merely
validating its existing unlawful practices. To the extent that it estimates such action will not have
any resulting economic impacts, EMSA has not disclosed “any theory or facts that would tend to
justify this method of estimation.” W. States Petroleum, 57 Cal.4th at 430.
Furthermore, EMSA’s failure to quantify any economic impacts on this ground represents
yet another attempt to avoid the APA. “One purpose of the APA is to ensure that those persons or
entities whom a regulation will affect have a voice in its creation. . . . [P]ublic participation in the
regulatory process directs the attention of agency policymakers to the public they serve, thus
providing some security against bureaucratic tyranny [citation].” Tidewater, 14 Cal.4th at 568-69.
EMSA has never made public any economic impact analyses regarding its underground
regulations. “Meaningful public participation on the merits of a proposed regulation takes place
only when there is actual compliance with the [APA’s] ‘basic minimum procedural requirements
for” rulemaking. Sims, 216 Cal.App.4th at 1074.
As such, it cannot avoid quantifying the economic impacts of the Proposed Ch. 13
Regulations on the ground that it is validating its unlawful, existing practices. Its failure to perform
or make public its impact analysis renders the entire rulemaking defective. W. States Petroleum,
57 Cal.4th at 430-31 (agencies may not assert absence of significant adverse economic impact on
businesses without supporting evidence quantifying proposed regulations’ economic effects).
5.

EMSA’s Flawed Economic Impact Analysis Makes The Proposed Ch.
13 Regulations Subject To Disapproval And Invalidation.

Based on the foregoing, EMSA failed to properly evaluate the potential adverse economic
impacts or substantiate its initial determination that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations would not
result in significant adverse economic impacts on businesses and individuals. OAL will likely
disapprove the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations. See, e.g., In re: California Apprenticeship Council,
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Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2014-1120-01S, slip op. at 2, 4 (Jan. 14, 2015)
(disapproving proposed regulations in part because state agency “failed to submit and make
available any evidence supporting its determination” of no significant adverse economic impact
on business). Even if they are adopted, the courts will likely invalidate them. W. States Petroleum,
57 Cal.4th at 430-31; Lawson, 20 Cal.App.5th at 114-15.
C.

EMSA Failed To Properly Estimate Costs And Savings To Local Public
Agencies And The State Resulting From The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations.

“The APA states that the notice of proposed adoption of a regulation ‘shall include’ an
estimate of the ‘additional costs or savings, both direct and indirect, that a public agency
necessarily incurs in reasonable compliance with [the proposed] regulations.’” Sims, 216
Cal.App.4th at 1081. EMSA must make a local mandate determination and estimate the fiscal
impact resulting from a proposed regulation on local governments’ reimbursable and
nonreimbursable costs, savings, and revenues, as well as the costs or savings in federal funding to
the state, using specific methodology, rules, and criteria. Cal. Gov’t Code § 11346.5(a)(6); SAM
§§ 6604-6610. EMSA’s calculations must be based on the current and two subsequent fiscal years,
id. at § 6607, and its estimate must be prepared by completing the relevant portions of the STD.
399 form. Id. §§ 6601, 6604-6616.
EMSA found that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will not result in any additional costs
or savings to state or local agencies and does not impose a state mandate on local agencies. Notice
at 5-6. Not only is this conclusion unsupported by record data, calculations, and assumptions, see
section II.A, above, EMSA did not perform a proper fiscal analysis.
1.

EMSA Failed To Quantify The Costs Or Savings To LEMSAs.

Even though its Notice states that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will not result in
additional costs to state and local agencies, Notice at 5-6, EMSA’s ISOR states that “there may be
some additional costs to some LEMSAs to meet full compliance with the proposed regulation
provisions,” ISOR at 28.8
In its STD. 399, EMSA explains since the proposed regulations codify its guidelines and
county policies, any additional costs “will be minor and absorbable.” (Ex. B, Attach. 1 at § B.1).
This explanation is not supported by any data, calculations, or assumptions, and EMSA did not
otherwise attempt to quantify those additional costs, which is grounds for disapproval by OAL.9
8

Because EMSA’s finding in the Notice is contradicted by its ISOR, OAL will likely disapprove the Proposed Ch. 13
Regulations. See In re: Dep’t of Managed Health Care, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 20180824-01, slip op. at 5 (Oct. 15, 2018) (disapproving proposed regulations in part because declaration of no additional
costs to local agencies was contradicted by statements in ISOR).
9
Despite the increased costs to LEMSA, EMSA did not obtain DOF’s concurrence on its STD. 399 (Ex. B at 5). This
is a separate ground for OAL to reject the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations. In re: State Athletic Comm’n, Dec. of
Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 00-1103-01 S, slip op. at 7 (Dec. 7, 2000) (disapproving proposed
regulations in part because agency failed to obtain DOF’s concurrence on STD. 399 showing, among other things,
“ongoing administrative costs to implement the regulations which ‘will be absorbed by the existing authorized
positions.’”).
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See In re: Bd. of Pharmacy, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2016-1109-02, slip
op. at 8-9 (Dec. 30, 2016) (disapproving proposed regulations in part because state agency
indicated regulations would result in additional costs but did not quantify such costs).
Furthermore, it is immaterial that the EMS Act requires LEMSAs to implement the
proposed regulations; EMSA must still estimate the additional costs and savings to LEMSAs from
implementing the new rules. Sims, 216 Cal.App.4th at 1081 (rejecting argument that fiscal impact
assessment was unnecessary because additional compliance costs mandated by statute “[s]ince
virtually all regulations subject to the APA implement a legislative enactment”).
2.

EMSA Failed To Consider The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations’ Fiscal
Impacts To Local Public Agencies Other Than LEMSAs.

EMSA’s analysis erroneously focuses on LEMSAs only, even though it is required to
consider the fiscal impact to all local public agencies. Cal. Gov’t Code § 11346.5(a)(6). Local
public agencies affected by the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations include, but are not limited to, Section
1797.201 cities and fire districts, other public sector EMS providers, and all local governments
that contract with private ambulance service providers. Id.
a.

The Proposed Regulations Could Result In Local Governments
Losing More Than $2 Billion Over The First Three Years.

EMSA “must prepare an estimate of any revenue changes at the local level as the result of
[the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations], any such impact must be included in the estimate prepared by
the issuing agency.” SAM § 6610. EMSA’s STD. 399 does not include any estimates of resulting
changes to local agencies’ revenues (Ex. B, FIS at §§ A.2.e, A.6; Attach. at 4-5).
As demonstrated in section II.B.2, above, the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations could result in
public ambulance providers losing their exclusive operating rights and being replaced by private
providers, which would necessarily result in a significant loss of local government revenues.
Extending that figure out by three years, see SAM § 6607, we estimate that potential local
government revenue losses range somewhere between $1.72 to $2.07 billion.
Because EMSA found no additional costs or savings to local governments without
estimating the resulting local government revenue losses, the proposed regulations will likely be
rejected by OAL, In re: Emergency Med. Servs. Auth., Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL
File No. 02-0805-01 S, slip op. at 2 (Sept. 24, 2002) (disapproving proposed regulation because
EMSA failed to submit to DOF revised analysis of costs or savings to local agencies following
substantive changes to proposed regulation), or invalidated by the courts, W. States Petroleum, 57
Cal.4th at 430 (invalidating regulation due to “opaque calculation unsupported by any facts or
other evidence explaining its validity as a reasonable estimate”).
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b.

The Imposition Of Response Time Standards Could Lead To
Billions Of Dollars Of Reimbursable Costs To Local
Governments.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations require LEMSAs to establish “response time standards
for emergency medical responses” for EMS areas within their EMS systems, and identify, in the
transportation component of the LEMSA’s local EMS plans, the “standard response times” for
each type of EMS area (i.e., metropolitan/urban, suburban/rural, wilderness, and systemwide) and
each type of EMS (i.e., BLS, LALS, and ALS first response and ambulance transport).
§§100450.48(a)(10)(D)(6) & 100450.54(e); Table 4: Response and Transportation at 2.
The response time provisions represent a significant departure from existing practices. The
EMS Act, its implementing regulations, and EMSA’s EMS System Guidelines Nos. 101 (EMS
System Standards and Guidelines), 141 (Competitive Process for Creating Exclusive Operating
Areas), and 141-B (Review Criteria and Policy For Transportation and Exclusive Operating Area
Components of the EMS Plan) are silent on response times and do not require LEMSAs to set
response time standards. And since they impact providers’ readiness costs, local governments set
response times for their jurisdictions (or in cooperation with LEMSAs). See The MITRE Corp.,
Medicare’s Ground Ambulance Data Collection System: Sampling and Instrument Considerations
and Recommendations at § 4.1.1.2 (2019), at https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-forService-Payment/AmbulanceFeeSchedule/Downloads/Ground-Ambulance-Data-CollectionSystem-Sampling-Instrument-Considerations-Recommendations.pdf.
Because they mandate that LEMSAs unilaterally develop and establish systemwide
standard response times for different types of, and dissimilarly situated, EMS providers, the
Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will likely result in dramatically increased readiness costs to fire
service agencies. See id. at § 7.44 (providers’ average response times and staffing/deployment
models drive readiness costs and response; average response times depend on the type of service
and location of provider operations).
For example, in 2017, the City of San Diego considered making improvements to the San
Diego Fire-Rescue Department’s (“SDFR’s”) deployment model to improve its response times
from 7:30 minutes, 74.7% of the time to 7:30 minutes, 90% of the time. A consultant
recommended that to improve that response time, SDFR would need 12 new fire stations, three
more geographic area battalions, and additional peak hour units. See Citygate Assocs., LLC, San
Diego Fire-Rescue Department: Standards of Response Cover Review, vol. 1 at 12 (Feb. 22, 2017).
https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/citygate-rpt-vol1.pdf.
The City of San Diego’s Independent Budget Analyst (“SD IBA”) subsequently estimated
that implementing the consultant’s recommendations would require a one-time capital investment
of $91 million and new, annual operating costs of at least $18.7 million. See SD IBA Report 1715, Fire-Rescue Standards of Response Cover Review: Fiscal Impacts & Implementation
Scenarios at 8 (Apr. 5, 2017), https://www.sandiego.gov/ sites/default/files/17_15_firerescue_standards_of_response_cover_review_fiscal_impacts_and_
implementation_scenarios_complete_rpt.pdf.
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In other words, the cost of improving SDFR’s average response time from 7:30 minutes on
74.7% of its calls to 7:30 minutes on 90% of its calls would have cost the City of San Diego $147
million in the first three years.
The SDFR example illustrates that granting county LEMSAs the authority to unilaterally
establish response times for fire service agencies pursuant to §100450.48(a)(10)(D)(6) and
§100450.54(e) would result in massive costs to local governments even for modest improvements
in response times.
Furthermore, local governments are obligated to provide non-transport, first response EMS
and private sector entities do not ordinarily provide such services. As such, the Proposed Ch. 13
Regulations’ grant of power to LEMSAs to unilaterally establish response time standards for
public safety agencies is likely a state mandate under Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 6, and the state
would be obligated to reimburse local governments for any resulting, increased costs. See Cnty.
of L.A. v. State of Cal., 43 Cal.3d 46, 49-50 (1987) (state must reimburse local governments for
“expense or increased cost of programs administered locally and for expenses occasioned by laws
that impose unique requirements on local governments and do not apply generally to all state
residents or entities”); Cnty. of Contra Costa v. State of Cal., 177 Cal.App.3d 62, 79 (1986) (state
is not required to reimburse local governments for optional activities).
c.

EMSA Failed To Assess The Fiscal Impact To Local
Governments’ Dispatch Operations, Which Account For
Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars In Annual Expenditures.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations also require LEMSAs to establish policies to review and
approve emergency medical dispatch (“EMD”) centers, including operational requirements for
such EMD centers. See §100450.51(h)(5) & §100450.53(a)-(d). Because the proposed regulations
do not contain any grandfathering provisions, LEMSAs could refuse to approve existing dispatch
centers or impose new operating requirements on such centers. The imposition of new operational
requirements on these cities’ and counties’ dispatch centers would necessarily increase their
operating budgets and may require additional capital investments.
Local governments incur significant costs related to dispatch and EMD. The California
Metro Fire Chiefs Association represents the largest fire departments in California. It conducted
a survey of its membership to determine their annual operating budgets, annual capital
investments, and cumulative capital investments (30 years) in dispatch and EMD services. The
following table illustrates the results of that survey:

Some California Fire Departments’ Dispatch Costs
Annual Operating
Annual Capital
Cumulative Capital
Agency Name
Budget
Investment
Investment (30 yrs.)
Ventura County
$6,800,000
$1,100,000
$17,000,000
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City of Fresno
City of Oakland
Sacramento Metro
Sacramento City
Orange County
San Francisco
Contra Costa County
Alameda County
City of San Diego
City of Los Angeles
Los Angeles County
Grand Total

$840,000
$4,000,000
$12,552,000
$9,548,978
$7,291,944
$2,836,399
$9,400,000
$10,400,000
TBD
TBD
TBD
$63,669,321

$0
$100,000
$1,000,000
$1,394,257
$1,500,000
$0
$1,000,000
$500,000
TBD
TBD
TBD
$6,594,257

$5,000,000
$10,000,000
$20,000,000
$24,000,000
$17,611,999
$0
$30,000,000
$9,250,000
TBD
TBD
TBD
$132,861,999

Over the relevant three-year period, these agencies incur dispatch costs of $210.8 million.
These figures represent the costs for only nine out of the more than 800 fire service agencies in
California. And since fire service agencies are generally obligated to maintain dispatch centers
pursuant to the Warren-911 Act, Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 53109, 531110, any increased dispatching
costs to local governments resulting from the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations would require the State
to reimburse local governments hundred of millions, if not billions, of dollars.
d.

EMSA Failed To Assess The Fiscal Impact To Local
Governments’ Non-Transport, First Response EMS
Operations, Which Account For Billions Of Dollars In Annual
Expenditures.

Save for the discussion on response time standards, none of the foregoing estimates include
fiscal impacts to Section 1797.201 cities’ and fire districts’ non-transport, first response EMS
operations. Apple Valley, 17 Cal.4th at 751-52 (recognizing first response as a type of EMS
eligible for Section 1797.201 status.
Beginning in 1967, the State mandated that all firefighters and peace officers be trained in
first aid and CPR, i.e., basic life support EMS. See former Cal. Health & Safety Code §§ 217,
219; id. at §§ 1797.109, 1797.182, 1797.183. Around the time of the adoption of the EMS Act, it
was generally understood that “emergency medical and rescue services are essentially a
component of fire protection services.” 64 Ops. Cal. Atty. Gen. 588, 593 (July 15, 1981); see also
id. at 595 (“the Legislature encourages and expects” fire service agencies “to render rescue, first
aid and emergency medical services at the scene of any medical emergency within their
capabilities”). Because they were providing non-transport, first response EMS operations as of
June 1, 1980, it is safe to say that all California cities and fire districts administer their nontransport, first response EMS operations pursuant to Section 1797.201.
Among other things, the substantively flawed Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations provide:
(1) Section 1797.201 cities and fire districts must adhere to their LEMSAs’ medical control
requirements; (2) if they did not provide ALS or LALS services as of June 1, 1980, Section
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1797.201 cities and fire districts may provide such services, but only if they satisfy the LEMSAs’
requirements and the LEMSAs approve their delivery of services pursuant to authorizing
agreements; (3) LEMSAs must recognize and integrate Section 1797.201 cities and fire districts if
they have continued to administer their EMS operations since June 1, 1980 and have not already
entered into an authorizing agreement with a LEMSA to provide ALS or LALS services;
(4) Section 1797.201 cities and fire districts may increase or decrease their level of service (as
erroneously defined by EMSA) without losing their Section 1797.201 status; and (5) if Section
1797.201 cities and fire districts expand the type of service or scope of operations in LAFCO Act
proceedings, the expanded services and operations are not entitled to Section 1797.201 status. See
§100450.90(c), (e), §100450.91(b), (c). Furthermore, the proposed regulations do not recognize
exclusivity for non-transport, first response EMS and purport to make all such service areas in
California “non-exclusive.” See §100450.80(a) & §100450.90(d)(4).
These provisions will have a significant fiscal impact. Combined, the California fire
service agencies’ annual operating budgets amount to at least $10 billion, and EMS accounts for
about 70% of their operations, or $7 billion. The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations effectively grant
LEMSAs control over all or parts of those agencies’ operating budgets by requiring cities and fire
districts to comply with LEMSAs’ medical control requirements or, by failing to recognize their
Section 1797.201 status, placing those agencies’ taxpayer-funded EMS operations under
LEMSAs’ administration. Consequently, §100450.80(a), §100450.90, and §100450.90 will
impose significant, additional costs or savings, and revenue losses, to Section 1797.201 cities and
fire districts.
And since Section 1797.201 cities and fire districts have a statutory obligation to provide
EMS, Apple Valley, 17 Cal.4th at 758, the State would presumably be required to reimburse such
cities and fire districts for any increased costs resulting from §100450.80(a), §100450.90, and
§100450.90.
3.

EMSA’s Estimate Of Costs In Federal Funding To The State Is Flawed.

State agencies must estimate “the cost or savings in federal funding to the state” resulting
from proposed regulations. Cal. Gov’t Code § 11346.5(a)(6). Federal funding may increase or
decrease as a result of state regulations where the state acts to exercise authority granted by the
federal government. SAM § 6613. Such changes usually involve state-administered programs that
are jointly financed by the state and federal governments pursuant to established sharing ratios and
the State’s regulation increases or decreases client groups or payments. Id.
Here, EMSA determined that no costs or savings to federal funding would result from the
Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations. Notice at 5. It explains in its STD. 399 that the proposed regulations
“do[] not affect any . . . State agency or program.” (Ex. B, FIS § C.3). EMSA is wrong.
Medicaid is a state-administered program financed jointly by the federal and state
governments that provides healthcare coverage to low-income Americans. Sierra Med. Servs. All.
v. Kent, 883 F.3d 1216, 1220 (9th Cir. 2018) (citing 42 U.S.C. §§ 1396 et seq.). The percentage
of the program’s costs covered by the federal government varies by state, with poorer states
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receiving a greater share of federal dollars. Id. (42 U.S.C. § 1396d(b)). Because the State is a
richer state, it and the federal government are each responsible for covering half the cost of MediCal, California’s Medicaid program. Id. (citing 80 Fed. Reg. 73,781, tbl. 1 (Nov. 25, 2015)). The
State can satisfy its share of Medicaid spending “both through direct appropriations to state and
local Medicaid agencies and by certified Medicaid expenditures incurred by other state and local
agencies.” Id. (citing 42 C.F.R. § 433.51(a), (b)).
Payments to public providers in the form of supplemental GEMT reimbursements are
certified Medicaid expenditures that count towards the state’s share of Medicaid spending. Id. at
1227 (citing 42 C.F.R. § 433.51(a), (b)). Thus, increases and decreases in supplemental GEMT
reimbursements to public providers will correspondingly increase or decrease the federal funding
the State receives from Medicaid. Id.; Sierra Med. Servs. All. v. Maxwell-Jolly, No. 2:10-cv04182-CAS-MANx, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 199681, at *13 (C.D. Cal. July 28, 2014); see also
United States ex rel. Black v. Health & Hosp. Corp., 494 F. App’x 285, 289 (4th Cir. 2012)
(Medicaid providers’ certified Medicaid expenditures “qualify as part of the state’s share for
federal matching funds”).
As noted, public ambulance providers receive supplemental GEMT reimbursements for
transportation of Medi-Cal patients pursuant to the State’s QAF program, and beginning in 2022,
under AB 1705. In 2018, California public providers received a total of $32.1 million in GEMT
reimbursements from QAF. If AB 1705 had been in effect in 2018, the public providers would
have received $149.8 million in GEMT reimbursements. The amount of GEMT reimbursements
is computed pursuant to CMS and DHCS standards based on the aggregate, allowable costs
incurred by public providers in providing otherwise uncompensated ambulance transportation
services to Medi-Cal beneficiaries in each given year.
Accordingly, any regulatory change that results in increases or decreases to the number of
Medi-Cal beneficiaries transported by California public ambulance providers will correspondingly
increase or decrease the millions of dollars the State spends on Medi-Cal through GEMT
reimbursements and the matching federal funds the State receives from Medicare. See Sierra
Med., 883 F.3d at 1227.
As shown above, the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations would either prohibit or inhibit public
providers from transporting Medi-Cal beneficiaries. As such, EMSA’s finding that its regulatory
action would have no effect on federal funding for state programs is erroneous and its failure to
undertake a proper fiscal impact estimate and obtain DOF’s concurrence in the estimate and
signature on the STD. 399 violates the APA. In re: Emergency Med. Servs. Auth., Dec. of
Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 02-0426-03 S, slip op. at 1-2 (June 17, 2002)
(disapproving regulation because EMSA failed to submit DOF’s costs analysis regarding proposed
$50 late fee for paramedic license renewal).
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4.

EMSA’s Failure To Estimate Public Agency Costs Requires
Disapproval Of The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations.

Based on the foregoing, and the lack of any supporting data, calculations, or assumptions
in the rulemaking file, EMSA has not undertaken any effort to quantify the fiscal impacts to local
agencies or to the State, OAL will disapprove the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations. In re: Bd. of Parole
Hearings, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No. 2011-0316-01, slip op. at 4-5 (May
5, 2011) (disapproving proposed regulations in part because agency failed to disclose any local
costs of any kind on its STD. 399 or in response to submitted comments showing that regulations
would result in waste of declaration of no additional costs to local agencies was contradicted by
ISOR and no indication DOF reviewed assessment).
D.

The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations Are “Major Regulations” Under The APA
And EMSA Failed To Comply With The Requirements For Such Rulemaking.

The disclosure and extent of EMSA’s economic impact analysis depends on whether the
proposed rulemaking is a “major regulation.” Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 11346.2(b)(2), 11346.3(a)(3).
A “major regulation” is a proposed regulation “that will have an economic impact on California
business enterprises and individuals in an amount exceeding fifty million dollars ($50,000,000),
as estimated by the agency.” Cal. Gov’t Code § 11342.548.
If the proposed rulemaking is a “major regulation,” EMSA must prepare a “standardized
regulatory impact analysis” (“SRIA”) in “the manner prescribed by [DOF].” Cal. Gov’t Code §
11346.3(c). If not, EMSA must prepare an “economic impact assessment” (“EIA”). Id. at §
11346.3(b). DOF reviews and comments on SRIAs but not EIAs. Cal. Gov’t Code § 11349.1.5;
see Cal. Dep’t of Fin., Budget Letters Nos. 13-29 & 13-30 (Dec. 26, 2013).
Here, EMSA purported to determine that the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations were not major
regulations and prepared an EIA, Notice at 6, based on its speculative and unsubstantiated estimate
that the total economic and fiscal impact resulting from the proposed regulations would be less
than $10 million (Ex. B, EIS at § A.2). This determination is erroneous in that the proposed
regulations are “major regulations” for APA purposes and EMSA violated the APA by failing to
comply with the requirements for such rulemaking.
1.

EMSA’s Regulatory Action Will Have An Economic Impact In Excess Of $50
Million In The First Year Of Implementation.

Pursuant to DOF regulations, EMSA must determine whether the economic impact, i.e.,
“all costs or all benefits (direct, indirect and induced) of [the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations] on
business enterprises and individuals located in or doing business in California,” will exceed $50
million “in any 12-month period between the date the major regulation [becomes effective]
through 12 months after the major regulation” is fully implemented, “computed without regard to
any offsetting benefits or costs that might result directly or indirectly from that adoption.” Cal.
Code Regs. tit. 1, § 2000 (e), (g).
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As discussed in section II.C.1-6. above, the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations will potentially
result in hundreds of millions, and potentially billions, of dollars in increased costs to local
governments (which are ultimately born by individual taxpayers or patients) and local government
revenues lost to private ambulance providers (which are benefits to business enterprises).
For example, in section 22.B.2, we discussed the economic impacts of EMSA’s decree in
§100450.80(a) that all geographical areas within California “non-exclusive” for emergency
ambulance services. Economists and antitrust scholars explain that local governments grant
exclusive rights to ambulance providers because ambulance service markets “contain[] pockets of
customers for whom the cost of supply is relatively low. Absent legal restriction, this creates an
opportunity for ‘cream-skimming.’” Hovenkamp & Mackerron, supra, at 761. Ensuring the
economic viability of such essential services requires local governments to “regulate prices, and
legally protect the incumbent from competitive entry into the lucrative, low-cost part of the
market.” Id.
Because it would remove restrictions on private ambulance providers engaging in creamskimming within local agencies’ formerly exclusive jurisdictions, §100450.80(a) would benefit
cream-skimming private providers by allowing them to capture revenue that would otherwise go
to those local agencies.
To measure §100450.80(a)’s economic impact, we examined how much cream-skimming
activity, in the aggregate, would be necessary to satisfy the APA’s statutory threshold for “major
regulations.” We roughly determined what percentage of emergency calls the public providers
would have to lose to cream-skimming private providers for the former’s revenue losses (excluding
GEMT reimbursements and the latter’s revenue gains) to amount to $50 million. The following
table illustrates those percentages:
Percentage Of Emergency Calls Private Providers Must Take From
Public Providers To Result In $50M Economic Impact
Estimates 1 & 2 (Public Providers, $541.5 million)
9.2%
Estimate 3 (Public & Private Providers, $1.17 billion)
4.2%
In other words, the $50 million threshold would be met if cream-skimming private
providers capture single-digit shares of the public or private providers’ previously exclusive
markets for emergency ambulance services within 12 months of the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations’
full implementation.
Given the economic impact of §100450.80(a), standing alone, the Proposed Ch. 13
Regulations are “major regulations” and EMSA failed to comply with the APA’s requirements for
such rulemaking. In re: Board of Equalization, Dec. of Disapproval of Reg. Action, OAL File No.
2016-0104-01s, slip op. at 10-11 (Feb. 24, 2016) (disapproving proposed regulations related to
sales and use tax exemptions in part because regulations “would result in a revenue loss to the state
of approximately . . . $364.5 million. This revenue loss to the state would be a $364.5 million
economic benefit to businesses and other entities otherwise subject to the tax. This amount exceeds
the $50 million threshold invoking the [APA] major regulation requirements.”).
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2.

The Prohibition On Subcontracting Services, Standing Alone, Meets The $50
Million Threshold For “Major Regulations.”

Individual provisions of the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations would also have economic
impacts in excess of the $50 million threshold to trigger the APA’s “major regulation”
requirements. The prohibition on EOA providers subcontracting for primary services in
§100450.82(h) is one such provision. See section I.B.2, above.
Contra Costa County currently provides emergency ambulance services in a Section
1797.224 EOA through an Alliance Model public-private partnership, wherein the county’s fire
department provides non-transport, first response EMS and dispatching services and subcontracts
with a private provider for emergency ambulance services. The county fire department entered
into this arrangement because it could not provide emergency ambulance services on its own and,
by working through a public-private partnership, the two entities achieve greater efficiencies than
either could achieve on its own.
The prohibition on subcontracting of the primary provision of ambulance services in
§100450.82(h) would make the Contra Costa County’s Alliance Model unlawful. And since it
cannot provide all emergency ambulance services on its own, the county fire department would
have to exit the market in favor of its ambulance services subcontractor, which provide such
services, albeit on a less-efficient basis than through the public-private partnership.
According to its budget documents, Contra Costa County estimates its total emergency
ambulance services revenue for FY19-20 at $52.2 million. See Contra Costa Cnty. Special
Districts Budget FY 2019-2020, Schedule 12 (CCCFPD EMS Transport Fund), available at
https://www.contracosta.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/61359.
Because §100450.82(h)’s
prohibition against subcontracting primary services would effectively force the county fire
department out of the emergency ambulance business, Contra Costa County stands to lose, and the
private subcontractor stands to gain, $52.2 million in revenues in the first year after the Proposed
Ch. 13 Regulations are fully implemented.
Thus, the economic impacts within Contra Costa County resulting from §100450.82(h) are,
by themselves, enough to trigger the APA’s “major regulations” requirements. In re: Board of
Equalization, supra, at 10-11.
3.

EMSA’s Noncompliance With APA Requirements For “Major Regulations”
Renders The Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations Invalid.

Based on the foregoing, the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations constitute a “major regulation”
for purposes of the APA if they only result in private providers capturing “a small fraction” of
public providers’ emergency ambulance service revenues. In re: Board of Equalization, supra, at
10-11. As such, EMSA’s failure to withdraw the Proposed Ch. 13 Regulations and comply with
the APA’s requirements for major regulations will likely result in OAL’s disapproval of the
proposed rulemaking. In re: Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, Dec. of
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Z

A. E5TIt~~TEiD PRIYATL SECTOR COST lPAPACTS tndude culculatians and aswmptions in the rulemaking record.
t. Check the appeopriate box{es) below to indicate whether this regulation:
~ e, Imposes reporting requirements
a, Impacts business andloe employees
b. Impacts small businesses

Q f. Imposes prescriptive instead of performance

c. impacts jobs ar occupations

C] g. impacts individuals
QX h. None of the above (Explain below):

d. Impacts California competitiveness

5~~ .

m.

If any box its Items 1 a through g is checked, rompTete this Economic Impacl Statement
If bvx irr Item I.h. is checked, complete the Fdscal lurrpact Statement as approJrr~ate.

r~a r

r~c~ w~i

2. The

~,~a ~

9cs aathc~rit~

gency epartment

estimates that the economic impack ofi this regulation {which includes the fiscal impact} is:

Q Below S 10 million
Between $10 and $Z5 million
Between S25 and $50 million
Over $SO million (!f the economic impact is over S50 million, agencies are required Co submit a .
as specified in Government Lode Section 113463(c11
3. Enter the total number of businesses impacted:

~~t~

DescribQ the types of businesses Ontlude nonprofits): ~rt?i~
Enter the number or percentage of total
businesses impacted that are small businesses:

'"~
eliminated: P~t~i~~

4. Enter the number of businesses that will be created:
Explain:
5. indicate the geographic extent of impacts: Q Statewide
Loca(ar regional (List areas):
6. Enter the number of jabs created:

and eliminated:

Describe the types of jobs or occupations impacted

7. Will the regulation affect the ability of taiifornia businesses to compete with
other states by making it mare costly to produce goods or services here?

~ YES

•

If YES, explain briefly:
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L t FACT` STATE EST
~Ct}~tED I~ INII'AGT TA'T°E1kLE'T (C~'►TII~TLTIEI~}

. ESTtA~~TEt? ~t?STS lnc/ude colculations and assumptions in the rulernaking record,
t. Whai are the total statewide dollar costs that businesses and individuals may incur to comply with this regulation aver its lifetime? 5
a. Initial costs for a small business: S ~~

Annual ongoing casts: $ ~

b. Initial costs for a typical business: 5 C~+

Annual ongoing costs: 5

Years:

c. Initial costs for an individual:

Annual ongoing casts: 5

Years:

$ ~~

~

Years:

d. Describe other economic costs that may occur: ~9/

2. If multiple industries are impacted, enter the share of total costs far each► industry:

3. If the regulation imposes reporting requirements, enter the annual Costs a typical business may incur to comply with these requirements.
Include the dollar costs to do programming, record keeping, reporting, and other popenvark, whether or not the paperwork must be submitted.. $ /P~
4. Will this regulation directly impact housing costs? ~ YES

~X NO

If YE5, enter the annual dollar cost per housing unit: $
Number of units:
5. Are there comparable Federal regulations?

❑ Y~~

~X ~1d

Explain the need for State regulation given the existence or absence of Federal regulations: ~~' ~~t~Ch~tt~t~~.

Enter any additional costs to businesses andlar individuals that may be due to State -Federal differences: $
C. ESTIMATED B6IVEFITS Estimation ofi`he dotic~r valueofbenefits1s noispeci~cally requirezt byruiemaking taw, hvt encouraged.
Briefly summarize the benefits of the regulation, which may include among others, the
health and welfare of California residents, worker safety and the State's environment: ,"

2, Are xhe benefits the result of: C] specific statutory requirements, or ~ goals developed by the agency based on broad statutory authority?
Explain: $-i; `" ``

5 1737x1C?;~, ~ r"

., 1 37,1 C~4, 1X97.1{} , 17 7, ~

3. Whet are the total statewide benefits from this regulation over its i:fetime? S ~"_

, ~ 7~3J.2C~f3 , " ,

-i1d 1 i .

_ - ~~

4. Briefly describe any expansion of businesses wrrently doing business within the State of California that would result from this regulation:

D. ~LTEi~9dA7fVES 7411`HE REGUTATtQN fnclude caleulations and assumptions in the rulemaking record. Estimation of fhe dollar value ofbenefits is not
specifically required 6y ru/emaking law, but encouraged.
1. List alternatives considered and describe them below. If no alternatives weee considered, explain why not:
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2. Summarize the cotai statewide Costs and beneRts from this regulation and each alternative considered:
Regulation:

Benefit: 5

Cost: $

Alternative t:

Benefit: $

Cost: 5

Alternative 2:

Benefit: $

~

Cast: $ a -_ .~

3. Briefly discuss any quantification issues that are relevant to a comparison
of estimated costs and benefits for this regulation or alternatives:

4. Rutemaking law+ requires agencies to consider performance standards as an alternative, if a
❑
regulation mandates the use of specific technologies ar equipment, or prescribes specific
YES
actions or procedures. Were performance standards considered to lower compliance costs? ~
Explain: s~~ ,

❑

NQ

,r

E. MAJOR REGULATIONS lncJude cairulatians and assurnptians in the rulemaking retard.
California Environmental Pratectio» Agency (CaUEPA) boards, offices a»d departments are required to
submit thefollowing (per Health and Safety Cade section S?OOS). Qtherwase, skip to E4.
7. Will the estimated costs of this regulation to Ca}ifornia business enteeprises exceed $1A ereillian3 ~ YES

~ NO

If YES, complete E2. and E3
If NO, skip to E4
2, Briefly describe each alternative, or combination of alternatives, for which acost-effectiveness analysis was performed:
Alternative 1:
Alternative 2:
(Attach odditionat pages forotheratternaiives)
3. Far the regulation, and each alternative just described, enter the estimated total cast and overall cast-effectiveness ratio:
Tatai Cost $

Cast-effectiveness ratio: $

Alternative t: Total Cost $

Cost-effectiveness ratio: $

Alternative 2: Tota! Cost S

Cast-effectiveness ratio: $

Regulation:

4. Will the regulation subject to OAL review have an estimated economic impact to business enterprises and individuals locaxed in ar doing business in California
exceeding $50 million in any 12-month period between the date the major regulation is estimated to be filed with the Secretary of State throughl2 months
after the major regulation is estimated to be fully implemented?
YES

Q P!O

as specified in
z
1fYE5, agencies ore required to submit a
Government Code Section 173463{c) and to include the SR/Ain [he lnitral 5tutement of Reasons.
5. Briefly describe the following:
The increase or decrease of investment in the State:

~~`a~

~' ~

~ ~

"""~~ ~~~ taa S IPS.

The incentive for innovation in products, materials or processes

Tt~e benefits of the regulations, inducting, but not limited to, benefits to the health, safety, and welfare of California
residents, worker safary, and the state's environment and quality of life, among any other benefits identified by the agency:
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y~ A
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ry~

6 ri~! a7 1 ~ d
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~a. FfSC~I EFFECT OIL ~ KCAL GOVERtdRREAlT tndicare appropriate boxes 1 through S and aitarh calculations and assumprtons of Fscal impact for the
current yearandtwosubsequenrFisco!Years.
t. Additional expenditures in the current State fiscal Year wvhich are reimbursable by the State. (Approximate}
(Pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California ConstlYution and Sections 17SOQ et seq. of the Government Code),

a. Funding provided in
,Statutes of

or Chapter

Budgei Act of

b. Funding will be reque;ted in the Governor's Budget Act of
Fiscal Year:
2. Additional expenditures in the currenC State Fiscal Year which are NOT reimbursable by the State. (Approximate}
(Pursuant to 5eaion 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution and Sections 17500 et seq, of the Government Code}.

Chetk reoson(s) this regulation is net reimbursable and provide the oppropriote infarmatipn:
a. implements the Federal mandate contained in
b. Implements the court mandate set forth by the

COUrt.
vs.

Case of:

[~ c. Implements a mandate of the people of this State expressed in their approval of Proposition Na. ,
Dete of Election:
d. Issued only in response to a specific request from affected local entityts}.
Local entity(s) affected:

e. Will be fully ftnanced from the fees, revenue, etc. from:
Authorized by Section;

of the

Code;

Q f. Provides far savings to each affected unit of local got+ernment which wilt, at a minimum, offset any additional costs to each;
g. Qeates, eliminates, or changes the penalty for a new crime or infraction contained in
3, Annual Savings. tapproximate}

4. No additional casts or savings. This regulation makss only technical, non-substantive or clarifying changes to current law regulations.
[~ 5. Na fiscal impact exists. This regulation does not afEett any local entity or program.
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year and two subsequent Ftscaf !gars.

- ° Indies€e appropriate boxes 7 i~

~ 4 and attach caleu/otions and assumptions affiscal impact for the current

t. Additional expenditures in the cur'tent State Fist~l Year. (Approximatep

tr is anticipated that5tate agencies witl:
a. Absorb these additional costs within their existing budgets and resources..
b. Increase the currently authorized budget level fir the

Fiscal Year

2. Savings in the current State Fiscal Year. iApproximate)

0
3. No fiscal impack exists, This regulation does not affecfi ar~y State agency ar program.
4. C}ther. F~cplain

C. FIS~l~~.. ~~ FEE: C'T ON FEDERAL FR1Nbt[dG OF STATE R OC
impact for the current yearand two subsequent Fiscal Years.

IUiS Jndicrate appropriate 6axes 1 through 4 rind attach cateulatians and assumptions of fiscal

t. Additional expenditures in the current State Fiscal Year.. (Approximate}

2. Savings in the current State Fiscal Year. {Rpproximate)

0
3. Pao fiscal impact exists. This regulation does not affect any federally funded State agency or program.
4. Other. Es~plain

flSCAI. OFFfCER SIGNATURE

~ ~R~

The sigtaature attests that floe agency has completed the ST£). 399 according to the instructions in SAABsections 66Q1-66I6, crMd understands
the im~~xcts of the pro~nsed rulernakin~. .State hoards, offices, r~r departme~ats not under aia 14~eracv Seet•etcrry must have the,form signed h,~ the
highest ranking official in Jhe vr~atatzation.
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ATTACHMENT 1
CHAPTER 13. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES SYSTEM REGULATIONS
ADDENDUM TO THE ECONOMIC AND FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT
STD. 399
Economic Impact Statement
A.1.
In 1980, the Emergency Medical Services System and Prehospitai Emergency Care
Personnel Act were signed into law creating the Emergency Medical Services Authority
(EMS Authority) and adding Division 2.5 Emergency Medical Services to the Health and
Safety Cade (Sections 1797-1799). This law required the EMS Authority to develop,
among other things, planning and implementation guidelines for Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) that address eight specific components (HSC §1797.103), assess each
county EMS area or the system's service area (HSC §1797.102), and provide technical
assistance to existing agencies, counties, and cities for the purpose of developing
components of EMS systems (HSC §1797.104). In addition, local EMS agencies must
annually submit an emergency medical services plan to the EMS Authority according to
its established standards and guidelines, in accordance with HSC §1797.204.
Historically, procedures and provisions for carrying out the responsibilities this proposal
seeks to establish in regulation have been specified in state guidelines and county
policies and procedures and have been adhered to voluntarily by local EMS Agencies
and other stakeholders over the years. The EMS Authority is now proposing to formally
adopt the guidelines, policies, and procedures through the regulatory process in order to
comply with the Administrative Procedures Act. This will provide statewide consistency
and fairness and increase openness and transparency of local and state government.
These regulations are.. a continuation of existing practices and do not impose any new
economic impacts on businesses and/or employees, small businesses, jobs or
occupations, California competitiveness, or individuals. Nor does it impose any new
reporting requirements or prescriptive instead of performance standards.
A.4.
These regulations wilt not result in the creation of any new businesses because the
local emergency medical services (EMS) systems in California are already designated
to 33 existing local EMS agencies (LEMSAs). All 33 LEMSAs (single-county or multicounty regions) have developed and currently hive in place an EMS system and plan.
A.5.
California's 33 LEMSAs may be impacted by the proposal. They are geographically
identified as follows:
• Alameda County EMS Agency
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central California EMS Agency (Fresno, Kings,- Madera, and Tulare counties)
Coastal Valleys EMS Agency (Mendocino and Sonoma counties)
Contra Costa County EMS Agency
EI Dorado County EMS Agency
Imperial County EMS Agency
Inland Counties EMS Agency (Ingo, Mono, and San Bernardino counties}
Kern County EMS Agency
Los Angeles County EMS Agency
Marin County EMS Agency
Merced County EMS Agency
Monterey County EMS Agency
Mountain-Valley EMS Agency (Alpine, Amador, Calaveras, Mariposa, and
Stanislaus counties}
Napa County EMS Agency
North Coast EMS Agency (Del Norte, Humboldt, and Lake counties)
Northern California EMS Agency (Lassen, Modoc, Plumas, Sierra, and Trinity
counties)
Orange County E!~/IS Agency
Riverside County EMS Rgency
Sacramento County EMS Agency
San Benito County EMS Agency
San Diego County EMS Agency
San Francisco County EMS Agency
San Joaquin County EMS Agency
San Luis Obispo County EMS Agency
San Mateo County EMS Agency
Santa Barbara County EMS Agency.
Santa Clara County EMS Agency
Santa Cruz County EMS Agency
Sierra-Sacramento Valley EMS Agency (Butte, Colusa, Glenn, Nevada, Placer,
Shasta, Siskiyou, Sutter, Tehama, and Yuba counties)

L
The regulations are designed to clarify and make specific the planning and
implementation standards and guidelines for emergency medical services systems in
the state pursuant to HSC 1797.103; provide timelines and formats for submission of
LEMSA's EMS plans; establish the policies and procedures for the approval,
disapproval, and revocation of EMS plans; clarify and make specific criteria for
determining the compliance of cities and fire districts with HSC 1797.201; specify the
competitive process to be used for awarding exclusive operating areas, including
contract content; and provide specific and current information for the Authority to carry
out its mandate of assessing EMS systems pursuant to HSC 1797.102.
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All 33 LEMSAs (single- or multi-county regions) have developed an EMS system and
plan, implement, and evaluate their EMS systems in accordance with HSC 1797.204.
The LEMSAs submit their EMS plans to the Authority for approval. The LEMSAs may
evaluate cities and fire districts for compliance with HSC 1797.201, and create exclusive
operating areas pursuant to HSC 1797.224 where applicable.
The procedures and provisions for carrying out the responsibilities noted above have
been specified in state guidelines and county policies and procedures adhered to
voluntarily over the years. Therefore, if any costs result from their adoption through the
regulatory process, they will be minor and absorbable.
L~
Pursuant to HSC §1797.107, the EMS Authority may adopt, amend, or repeal, after
approval by the Commission on EMS, rules and regulations as may be reasonable and
proper to exercise the powers and perform the duties as specified in HSC Division. 2.5.
The proposed regulations protect the health and safety of the public by defining the
requirements, standards, and procedures for all local and regional EMS systems
providing prehospital emergency medical care in California.
C.1.
These regulations will provide clarity and specificity in the implementation of the EMS
system standards and guidelines required in HSC, Division 2.5, 1797.103. The
regulations will assist local governments in the implementation and maintenance of their
EMS systems by providing clear and enforceable standards. The regulations will also
provide the necessary resources for a LEMSA to effectively evaluate the local EMS
systems in California in order to carry out its responsibilities for oversight of the EMS
System to ensure protection of the public health and safety (HSC 1797.103).
These regulations will also assist in eliminating the current lack of specificity in HSC
Division 2.5, 1797.201 and 1797.224 and the current lack of regulations to implement
and clarify HSC, Title 22 Division 2.5, 1797.103 pertaining to EMS system planning and
implementation.
C.4.
All 33 LEMSAs (single- or multi-county regions) have developed an EMS system and
plan, implement, and evaluate their EMS systems in accordance with HSC 1797.204.
The LEMSAs submit their EMS plans to the Authority for approval. The LEMSAs
evaluate cities and fire districts for compliance with HSC 1797.201, and create exclusive
operating areas pursuant to HSC 1797.224 where applicable.
Existing LEMSRs will revise their policies and procedures to meet the new requirements
for EMS planning and implementation, assess cities and fire districts, and create
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exclusive operating areas as specified in these regulations. Therefore, the Authority has
determined that LEMSAs currently operating. in California will not be expanded.

EMSA has not considered alternatives to this regulatory proposal because the existing
guidelines utilized by LEMSAs in the planning, organization, management, and
evaluation of local EMS systems have never been formally adopted under the standard
rulemaking process. In addition, a number of lawsuits over the years have resulted from
the lack of specificity in statute concerning EMS issues, the result of which have only
partially resolved the lack of specificity and clarity in statutes.

The regulations contain performance standards in the form of requirements that a
LEMSA must comply with in the development and implementation of a local EMS
system plan. The standards proposed in this regulatory action are based on existing
guidelines, policies, and procedures.
Fiscal Impact Statement
A.6.
Under HSC 1797.102, 1797.103, 1797.105, 1797.204, and 1797.254, the proposed
regulations protect the health and safety of the public by defining the requirements,
standards, and procedures for all EMS systems providing prehospital emergency
medical care in California.
Counties are not required by law (HSC 1797.200) to develop an EMS system, but if they
do, they are required by law, among other things, to da the following:
1. Plan, in accordance with eight specific components (HSC 1797.103), implement,
and evaluate their EMS system consisting of an organized pattern of readiness
and response services based on public and private agreements and operational
procedures (HSC 1797.204).
2. May adopt ordinances governing the transport of a patient who is receiving care
in the field from prehospital emergency medical personnel, when the patient
meets specific criteria for trauma, burn, or pediatric centers adopted by the
LEMSA.
3. Annually submit their EMS plan to the Authority in accordance with guidelines
established by the Authority (HSC 1797.254) for Authority approval.
4. Upon the request of a city or fire district that contracted for or provided
prehospital EMS as of June 1, 1980, enter into an agreement with the city or fire
district regarding the provision of prehospital EMS (HSC 1797.201). Until such
time as an agreement is reached, allow a city or fire district compliant with HSC
1797.201 to continue prehospital EMS at not less than the existing level.
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5. Create, if they desire to do so, one or more exclusive operating areas (EOAs) in
the development of a local plan with or without a competitive process and submit
for approval to the Authority its competitive process for selecting providers and
determining their scope of operations (HSC 1797.224).
6. Annually submit to the Authority a trauma care system plan update which
identifies all changes if the LEMSA has implemented a trauma care system (HSC
1797.258). Submit, when applicable, an EMS for Children Program (HSC
1799.205), STEMI Critical Care System, and Stroke Critical Care System
components of an EMS plan.
7. Provide medical control and assure medical accountability throughout the
planning, implementation and evaluation of their EMS system pursuant to the
provisions of HSC 1797.202, 1797.220, and HSC, Division 2.5, Chapter 5.
The regulations being proposed by EMSA implement, clarify, and make specific the
.rules and provisions for accomplishing the seven elements noted above.
Historically, procedures and provisions for carrying out the responsibilities this
regulatory proposal sets forth have been specified in state guidelines and county
policies and procedures have been adhered to voluntarily over the years by local EMS
Agencies and .stakeholders. These regulations merely continue existing practices and
do not impose any new economic impacts on local governments, nor do they impose
any new reporting requirements or prescriptive instead of performance standards.
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